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Best-selling 
Latin foods

is the National drink of Argentina. This tea is 
brewed from the leaves of the plant (Illex 
paraguayensis) that only grows in South 
America. It has twice the antioxidant power 
of green tea and half the caffeine of coffee. 
Loaded with minerals, vitamins and antioxi-
dants, is the tea of choice in Latin America. 
The tea can be prepared in many different 
ways: using a tea pot or coffee plunger, cold 
for refreshment in a hot day, with tea bags or 
prepared the traditional way (also known as 
‘mate cebado’).    

La Pachamama imports, wholesales and 
retails yerba mate since 2006. We are the 
exclusive importers and representatives of 
the main brands: Rosamonte, Playadito, 
Kraus Organic, Canarias, Mate Rojo, 
Verdeflor, Amanda and CBSe. We stock 
artisanal, gourds, stainless steel straws 
and thermos to fulfil and provide an 
authentic yerba mate experience.

YERBA MATE 
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is the main ingredient in any Latin cuisine. 
Creamy, sweet and delicious it’s a must 
have. La Pachamama is the representa-
tive of San Ignacio Dulce de leche, a 
company located in the heart of the milk 
industry in Santa Fe Province. It has been 
making dulce de leche since 1936 follow-
ing a unique and artisanal recipe that has 
won several international awards. The 
texture, colour and taste make San Igna-
cio Dulce de leche one of the best 
caramels you will ever taste!   

DULCE DE LECHE 

Is a sauce or marinade traditionally used 
on grilled meat or vegetables. It typically 
contains parsley, garlic, vinegar, olive oil, 
and flakes of chilli pepper. Chimichurri is 

often billed as ‘Argentine barbecue sauce’ 
but it extends its influence far beyond the 

grill.  

CHIMICHURRI 

We have a broad range of traditional Colom-
bian foods including coffee, drinks, choco-
late, sweets, flour, caramel and spices. 

TRADITIONAL 
COLOMBIAN FOODS  
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Wholesale 
Catalogue
This is a selection of the products we currently have in stock 
including brand new products! Please note that the price list will be 
emailed as a separate document. To qualify for wholesale pricing, 
we request our customers to purchase a minimum of 10kg of 
yerba mate produce. By placing an order with us you accept our 
terms of trade which can be requested by email at any time!   

Email your order to: lapachamamawholesale@gmail.com  

Questions? Call Gabriela, your friendly sales representative 
on: 027 424 9081.

Talk to us if you wish to purchase more than 100kg 
of yerba mate… 

We can offer you amazing discounts!



Yerba mate pure leaves
500 gr. 

Pack 10 units
       

Yerba mate products
Brand: KRAUS 

With stems Pure leaves Herbs

Brand: CANARIAS 
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Organic with 
stems .
500 gr. 

Pack 10 units      

Organic premium 
with stems.

500 gr. 
Pack 10 units   

Canarias 1Kg
Pack 20 units      

Serena 1Kg
Pack 20 units      

Canarias Special 
Selection 1Kg
Pack 20 units      

Org
an

ic 

Org
an

ic 

Org
an

ic 



Favoured by Argentineans, strong flavour. Packs of 10 units. 1 Kg - 500 gr 
Pack (unless stated otherwise) 

GLUTEN FREE

Brand: ROSAMONTE 

Rosamonte Suave 
(soft) 

Smooth yerba mate 
with stems; smoother 

than Rosamonte 
normal.    

With stems Pure leaves Herbs
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Rosamonte Normal 
(traditional) Yerba mate 

with stems. Traditional with 
a smoky flavour.          

Rosamonte Plus
Traditional Rosamonte but 
with an aluminium package 

for better product 
conservation.

Rosamonte Special Selection: 
Yerba mate with stems aged for 

24 months, strong flavour. 
Stronger than Rosamonte 

Normal         

Rosamonte Suave 
Selección Especial 
Yerba mate aged for 

12-18 month, softer than 
Rosamonte Plus and the 

tradicional special 
selection types.

Rosamonte Normal in 
Ziploc bag Traditional 

Rosamonte, yerba 
mate with stems in 

practical Ziploc bags. 
500gr pack.    

Rosamonte No Stems
Traditional Rosamonte, 

strong in flavour but 
with not stems and low 
powder. 500 gr pack. 



Brand: PLAYADITO 
Favoured by Argentineans, smooth yerba mate (not as strong or bitter as 

Rosamonte); is the preferred option among young people. 

Packs of 10 units. 1 KG and 500g 

With stems Pure leaves Herbs
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PlayaditoTraditional: Yerba mate with stems. 
The leaves are somewhat larger than Rosamonte and 

have less powder resulting in a mild (softer) yerba 
mate. An ideal choice for those who prefer a smoother 
flavour or and less intense yerba. Packs of 500g and 

1 Kg     

Playadito with herbs yerba mate
 with stems and herbs 
(lemon verbena, mint). 

Soft and mellow. Packs of 500gr.       

Playadito Despalada: 
Yerba mate with no stems and low powder, 
stronger than Playadito traditional. 500gr 

pack    

Liebig Original: 
Produced by Playadito this yerba mate with 

stems is stronger than Playadito but softer than 
Rosamonte, 500gr pack    



Aguamate Organic new unsmoked premium yerba 
mate with stems. Certified organic Smooth yerba 
mate with stems and low powder, great for aficiona-
dos.

Packs of 10 

500 gr package English labelling

Brand: AGUA MATE 

Brand: VERDEFLOR 

Verdeflor brand mixes the best natural herbs from the Cordoba region with 
delicious yerba mate, resulting in naturally invigorating infusions.

Pack 10 units, 500gr pack. 

Mixes available: mountain herbs, boldo and mint
Mountain herbs also available in 1 kg pack

With stems Pure leaves Herbs
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Peppermint Mint Boldo Mountain Herbs Lemon Verbena

Org
an

ic 



Brand: MATE ROJO

With stems Pure leaves Herbs

Mate Rojo (Suave) 
A high quality yerba mate 

with stems obtained from a 
careful process of elabora-

tion. Smooth flavour. 
1Kg pack.                
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Mate Rojo (traditional) 
Traditional yerba mate with 

stems.  1Kg pack.       

Mate Rojo (Tereré) 
Yerba Mate with a larger 

cut and low in powder 
especially to drinking cold 

mate (know as tereré). 
500 gr pack.         

Mate Rojo 
(Special 2Kg) 

Yerba mate with 
stems, aged for 24 

months with a smooth 
flavour.        

Mate Rojo 
(Special 1Kg) 

Yerba mate with 
stems, aged for 24 

months with a smooth 
flavour.        

Mate Rojo 
(Artisanal)

Beautiful linen bag 
with delicious mate 

rojo yerba mate.
250 - 500 gr bag.

Mate Rojo 
(Personal 250gr)
Small box of Yerba 

mate with stems      



Brand: CRUZ DE MALTA, NOBLEZA GAUCHA  

Yerba mate with stems. These yerba mate are 
intermediate in flavour (not as strong as 
Rosamonte or weak as Playadito). Produced by 
Molinos Rio de La Plata are a well known 
brand.

Packs of 6 

1 Kg pack

With stems Pure leaves Herbs

Brand: TARAGUI. 
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The #1 selling yerba mate in Argentina. Classic traditional long lasting flavor 
blend with or without stems.

Las Marias the producer of Taragui (in Corrientes) has a long history as one of 
Argentina's oldest producers of yerba mate.

1 Kg - 500 gr packs

Nobleza 
Gaucha

Cruz
De Malta

Energy      Light    Oriental 
Orange  

Traditional Pure leafCitrus



Brand:  UNIÓN

Brand: BARAO 

With stems Pure leaves Herbs
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Yerba mate with stems, 
this is the ‘softer’ version of 
Taragui.

1 Kg - 500 gr Pack

Brazilian yerba mate. Barão erva mate (yerba mate). Bag vaccum sealed for 
freshness 1kg. The Brazilian erva mate is pure leaf (no stems) and the leaves 
are macerated (as opposed to dried).This results in a very 'green' yerba mate

1 Kg pack

Soft with Mountain 
Herbs     

Soft    

Traditional      Produto Nativo 



La Selva 

With stems Pure leaves Herbs
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Brand: La Merced 

Yerba Mate La Selva is obtained through a careful selection process, drying, 
processing and packaging, to achieve the unique flavour of the traditional 

Uruguayan mate in a product of unsurpassed quality.

1 Kg pack

500g of pure Yerba Mate (With Stems).
La Merced is the premium line from Las Marias.
Contains Vitamins, minerals and antioxidants.

500 gr pack

La Selva Compuesta
(Compound)       

La Selva para 
Hepáticos

 (for Hepatics)        

La Selva para 
Nerviosos 

(For nerves)
        

La Selva Traditional
        

De Monte 
(From The Mountain) Barbacúa (BBQ) De Campo 

(From The Countryside)



Brand: CBSé, Amanda.

With stems Pure leaves Herbs
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Amanda Yerba Mate with stems. Mild yerba mate, 
ideal to those who prefer a soft brew of yerba mate.

CBSé Yerba mate with a blend of herbs from the 
Cordoba mountains including: mint and lemon 
verbena.

Pack 1 Kg

Brand: Cachamate

Yerba Mate is a Cachamate tradition and combines the delicious flavor and 
aroma of erba mate with a  balanced mix of funtional herbal stimulants and 

antioxidants that promote digestion and do not product acidity. 

500 gr - 1Kg pack

Cuyo 
Herbs

Mountain
Herbs

Mixed
Herbs

Pampa
Herbs

Litoral
Herbs

Mixed
Herbs

Classic
Flavour



Kraus Tea Bags

Energetic infusion of pure green mate 
leaf. Unsmoked, pure green leaf very 
energetic contains vitamins and nearly 
twice the antioxidant power of green 
tea. Organic and sustainably produced. 
Carton contains 12 boxes x 25 tea 
bags 

Each package contains 25 bags of 
2 gr each 

Aguamate Tea Bags

Certified Organic. Energetic infusion of 
pure green máte leaf. Unsmoked, 
organic and 
sustainably produced.Carton contains 
12 boxes x 25 tea bags.

Each package contains 25 bags of 
2 gr each

Tea bags - Organic  

Tea bags

 Yerba mate 
Unsmoked
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 Yerba mate with 
peppermint

Org
an

ic 
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Playadito Tea Bags

Yerba mate leaves in tea bags

Carton contains 10 boxes x 20 tea 
bags.
Spanish labelling

Cachamate Boldo

Boldo (Peumus Boldus)

Herb from Chile. Commonly used to 
treat gastro instestinal problems 
(indigestion, flatulence)

Yerba mate with Boldo leaves in tea 
bags

20 tea bags.

Spanish labelling

NON-Organic Tea bags 

Rosamonte Tea Bags

Rosamonte Mate Cocido x 25 (or 
x50) tea bags. Can be served hot or 
cold.

Box contains 25 or 50 tea bags.
25 Tea bags 50 Tea bags



Yerba Mate Accesories

Playadito in Tin

Yerba mate with stems in a Tin with special tip to 
pour yerba mate

Pack 10 units. 500gr 

Yerba Mate in Tin 

Kraus Organic in Tin

Organic Yerba mate with stems in a Tin with special 
tip to pour yerba mate

500gr 

Gift pack 
Gift Pack Rosamonte

One pack of Rosamonte special selection 500g, 
stainless steel straw and a beautiful branded 
wooden gourd pleated with alloy

Sold by unit

Each pack contains:
500gr yerba mate, a wooden pleated gourd 
and a stainless steel straw
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Gift pack 

Gift Pack Playadito

All in one! Grab a great deal: 500gr 
Playadito yerba mate, a glass gourd 
covered in leather and a stainless steel 
straw. All in a pretty box

Playadito gift packThermo Playadito

Thermo Playadito with special pourer to 
avoid washing your mate. Wide base so it 
is hard to tip it over. Made of glass brand 
lumilagro.

Thermo Rosamonte

Thermo Rosamonte with special pourer to avoid 
washing your mate. Wide base so it is hard to tip it 
over. Made of glass brand lumilagro.

Gift Pack Amanda

All in one! Grab a great deal: 500gr 
Playadito yerba mate, a glass gourd 
covered in leather and a stainless steel 
straw. All in a pretty box

Thermos



Gourds and Straw

Gourd Playadito

Glass gourd covered in faux leather.
Easy to use: hygienic and practical. 

Barrica Gauchada

Wooden gourd made of carob or 
calden (Prosopis caldenia) pre treated 
ready to use.

Size: 9 cm height - 8 cm diameter

Includes Straw

Gourd Rosamonte

Wooden gourd covered in aluminium. Very 
sturdy.
This gourd must be 'cured' before using. We 
provide you with the instructions on how to cure 
a gourd But we take no responsability if the 
gourd breaks after curing or during use. You 
must take care curing this gourd following the 
instructions provided as its made of hard wood
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Pasatiempo

Plastic gourd easy clean system .

Size: 8.5 cm height - 7.5 cm diameter

Includes Straw.



Gourds and Straw

PREMIUM- Stainless steel Kraus 
and Rosamonte straw

Long-lasting stainless steel straw with 
spring tip for easy cleaning.
Certified non-toxic, dish-washer safe 
THIS IS THE BEST. 
Outer 12 units

Economic Straw

Simple and colorful straws made of metal. 
Spring system.
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Kraus Rosamonte

Gourds and Straw



Alfajores

Alfajor Havanna chocolate x 12

Alfajores Havanna covered with chocolate 
and filled with dulce de leche.

Box contains 12 units. (660gr)

Havanna 
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Havanna is one of the best brands of alfajores from Argentina, using an 
artisanal recipe, authentic chocolate and dulce de leche, they have one 

of the best alfajores in the world.

Alfajor Havanna chocolate x 6

Alfajores Havanna covered with chocolate 
and filled with dulce de leche.

Box contains 6 units. (330gr)

Alfajor Havanna with walnuts x 12

Delicious alfajores Havanna filled with 
dulce de leche and walnuts covered in 
delicate white chocolate.

Box contains 12 units. (660gr)
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Alfajor Havanna Mix x 12

Delicious alfajores Havanna mix: 6 
alfajores covered in chocolate and 6 
alfajores covered in  italian merengue all 
filled with delicious dulce de leche.

Box contains 12 units. (660gr)

Alfajor Havanna mix x 6

Mixed box of Chocolate Alfajores and 
Dulce de Leche Alfajores.

Box contains 6 units. (306gr)

Alfajor Havanna Dulce de Leche x 6

Alfajor Havanna filled with dulce de leche 
(milk caramel) and covered with Italian 
meringue

Box contains 6 units. (306gr)

Alfajor Havanna dulce de leche x 12

Alfajores Havanna filled with dulce de 
leche: two cookies filled with Dulce de 
Leche all covered with a delicate layer of 
Italian meringue.

Box contains 12 units. (660gr)
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Alfajor Havanna 70% Cacao

Alfajor Havanna filled with dulce de leche 
and covered in decadent 70% pure 
authentic cacao.

Box contains 8 units (585gr)

Havannets 70% cacao x 8

Havannets (cones): one cookie topped 
with Havanna world famous Dulce de 
Leche, covered with decadent 70% pure 
cacao.
Conitos Havanna rellenos con dulce de 
leche y cubiertos con cacao 70%

Box contains 8 units. (320gr)

Havannets chocolate x 12

The second classic after the alfajor. One 
cookie topped with Havanna world famous 
Dulce de leche, all covered with choco-
late.

Box includes 12 units.(456gr)

Alfajor Havanna Mini x 1

Alfajor Havanna Mini, just a small treat of 
deliciousness!

The price is for one mini alfajor
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Foods

San Ignacio

Dulce de leche San Ignacio
Handmade, no preservatives and made using 
artisanal techniques.

Glass jar 450gr English label

Outer 12 units

Dulce de leche - Sweet Caramel Spread

Havanna

Dulce de leche Havanna is one of the 
most popular Dulce de Leches in South 
America. Thick and creamy, it refines 
desserts, crepes, ice cream and fruits

Glass jar 450gr - 250gr 

450 gr 250 gr
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Fruit Pastes

Sweet Potato 
Paste
600gr

Guava 
Paste
600gr

Pumpkin and 
Coconut

Paste
600gr

Quince
Paste
600gr

Esnaola

Delicious quince and sweet potato 
paste from Argentina. Great to 
accompany a wine and cheese 
plater and also for making delicious 
pastries and desserts.
 
700gr tin

Emeth

Delicious quince and sweet potato 
paste from Argentina. Great to 
accompany a wine and cheese 
plater and also for making delicious 
pastries and 
desserts. 

500gr

Sweet Potato Paste

Predilecta

Fruit pastes from Brazil
Carton 12 Units (600gr each)

Quince Paste

Quince Paste Sweet Potato 
Paste
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Lollies

Sugus

Caramelos sugus, sugus lollies. 
Flavours: traditional including strawberry, 
pineapple, orange, lemon and many more
700gr bag

La Vaca Lechera

Vaca Lechera Delicious milk caramel
576g box

Palitos de la selva

Palitos de la Selva are Soft, chewy can-
dies. Are one of the most popular and 
iconic confections in Argentina, and have 
also spread to Uruguay and Paraguay. 
Bag of 210 units

Vauquita tablet

Milk caramel tablet.Similar to Manjar Blanco
5

Palmitos

Palm of Hearts.
Origin: Bolivia.
Great source of vitamin C, B6, B2, 
iron and potassium.
Ready to eat

400 gr tin



Merengadas

Delicious cookies filled with a straw-
berry marshmallow-type cream.

93 gr pack.
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Chocolinas

Chocolinas

Delicious milk chocolate flavor cookies.
Excellent choice for kids breakfast.
It works as a base ingridient for the 
delicious Argentinian Chocotorta.

170 gr pack.

Bagley assorted biscuits

Surtido Bagley cookies has a wide 
variety of the traditional Bagley cookies 
including: pepitas, merengadas, melba 
and many more.

400 gr pack.

Melba

Delicious chocolate cookies filled 
with cream.

120 gr pack.

Cookies 



Cerealitas

Wholemeal biscuits, light and 
delicious.

200 gr pack.
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Cookies 

Havanna Lemon

Delicate Havanna lemon cookies: 
two cookies filled with an exquis-
cite lemon cream.

Box 12 units

9 De Oro

Delicious chocolate cookies filled 
with cream.

120 gr pack.

Don Satur

Wholemeal biscuits, light and 
delicious.

200 gr pack.
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Tang

TANG is a flavored mix to prepare 
orange or pineapple juice.

Box

Flan Exquisita

Dulce de leche

Powder to make delicious flan of 
Dulce de leche or Vanilla. 

60gr box

Vanilla

Pinneapple Orange
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Non-alcoholic drinks
Terma

Terma Patagónico

Terma Amargo Patagónico is a 
traditional Argentine non-alcoholic 
drink that combine the best properties 
of the herbs from this Land and are, 
due to their natural ingredients very 
digestive.

1.35 L Bottle
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Spices

Chimichurri

Traditional Argentine sauce to 
marinate meats, seafoods, pasta, 
salads and breads. Excellent for a 
delicious barbaque!.

25 gr bag
380 gr Bottle

Made in Argentina

Dos Anclas

25 gr bag 380 gr bottle

 
Grounded Pepper

Grounded pepper can be used 
either in sweet or regular dishes 
and to grind it at the moment of 
consuming is recommended.

25 gr bag

Made in Argentina

Chilli Pepper

25 gr bag

Made in Argentina
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Corn Flour

Harina Pan

Harina PAN is used to make the 
maize flour dough also known 
as "masa de arepa" or 
"masarepa", which is used to 
make Colombian and 
Venezuelan dishes such as 
arepas, hallacas, cachapas, 
empanadas, and bollos

1 kg -500 gr bag

Doña Arepa

Doña Arepa white and yellow
precooked corn flour, is a product 
from Colombia to make arepas 
hallacas, cachapas, empanadas, 
and bollos

1 kg bag

Blanca (White) Amarilla (Yellow)

Sweet Wholemeal

Blanca (White) Amarilla (Yellow)

Colombian foods
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Empanadas Flour Mix

Almojabanas

Mix for prepare colombian cheese 
breads.
300 gr Box

Natilla - Sweet Custard

Natilla is a sweet custard that is 
traditionally served during Colom-
bian Christmas gatherings.
300 gr Box 

Cooking - Baking Preparations

Precooked flour mix ready for 
preparing traditional Colombian 
Empanadas.
Made in Colombia.
Ingredients:  100% Corn. May 
content gluten fat

1 Kg Bag

Buñuelos

Buñuelos are a traditional 
Colombian fried bread
300 gr Box

Pandebonos
Pandebono is a traditional
Colombian sweet cheese bread.
300 gr Box

Almojabanas Natilla-
Sweet Custard

Buñuelos Pandebonos
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Snacks

Plantains

Green (Savoury) and Yellow 
(Sweet) Plantain Chips.

85 gr Bag

Besitos

They are similar to Pandeyuca but 
they tiny hollow crunchy balls 
completely baked to a dry and 
toasted chip-like consistency.

30 gr Bag

Natilla Su SaborColombian Crackers

Saltín Noel are Savoury crackers.

300 gr

Ducales are Sweet and savoury 
crackers made with essential 
Ingredients for a good nutrition 
(egg, malt, milk) and 62% content 
of cereal.

294 gr

Green (savoury) Yellow (sweet)

Ducales Saltín Noel
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Natilla Su SaborChocolate Corona

Chocolate to prepare hot chocolate 
drink Corona. It comes in two flavours: 
traditional (just chocolate), or chocolate 
flavoured with cinnamon and cloves.

500 gr

Panela is unrefined whole cane sugar, 
typical of Colombia, Central, and of 
Latin America in general, which is a 
solid form of sucrose derived from the 
boiling and evaporation of sugarcane 
juice.

454 gr 

Guava Paste is a Colombian confec-
tionery made with guava pulp and 
panela. Guava Paste is commonly 
accompanied by cheese or simply 
eaten on its own.

400 gr

With cloves and cinnamon

Traditional

Cane Sugar

Guava paste 
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Malt based drink

Spices

Pony Malta is the malt-based drink that 
has accompanied Colombian homes 
since 1953, offering a nutritious alterna-
tive for the whole family. Pony Malta is 
made from malt, water, sugar, barley malt, 
vitamins, among other ingredients.

330 ml bottle

Triguisar is an all-purpose powdered 
seasoning made with cumin, annatto, 
turmeric, garlic powder, corn starch and 
rice starch.

70 gr Box

Coming soon...

Chilean foods!


